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and will not go away if white people just “move
to their own neighborhoods”, or shop at certain
stores and boycott others, but only if these systems are rendered inoperable.
3. The “Muslim Ban” and other methods of
racialized exclusion are not apocalyptic futures
to come, but are already part of the contemporary and daily function of the city and police who
surveil it.
4. If you see police terrorization and can stay
close by to watch things, do. You can legally talk
loudly (so that those being detained can hear)
about how you have the right to remain silent
and can ask police why you are being detained
(though do expect to get harassed/possibly assaulted too if doing this). Watching and recording
the police may not be an effective strategy in the
long run (indeed reformists solution, like body
cams, have done more to relegitimize the police
than anything) but a group of people watching
can put pressure on individual cops to not act
abruptly. Sousveillance, a sort of “watching from
below,” may be a false opposition [look out for
more on that subject later] to the police and
surveillance generally, but being present in cop
interactions can possibly provide help to those
being stopped. Intervention would be ideal, but
short of such an opening, offering a little “human” connection if/when people are released
can be a reassuring gesture that no one should
have to deal alone.
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So, interlocutors were shocked to hear about
black teens being stopped for no reason in a
fancy-ass neighborhood as well as to hear that
the police shut down an anti-trump dance party
(as if both were indicative of some dystopic
future to expect)—and City Pages is bored with
it all. Certainly tensions are rising: right-wing
bigotry and the face of neoliberalism becoming
ever-more obvious and talked-about but shock
and awe from people about the turns of these
events also evidences a total lack of acceptance
of the conditions that are now and that have
been before a Trump election. If liberals are
looking for something to resist they need not look
beyond their comfortable life and what makes it
possible—namely: capitalist infrastructure, city
planning, policing, and a social order aimed at
eradicating the “undesirables” from their neighborhoods or from the neighborhoods where they
buy their Fjallraven backpacks. Seeing a group
of teenagers dragged from a vehicle at gunpoint
really should illicit some kind of response. What is
this anti-black world—where it is so normal to see
blackness as “criminal”—that the yuppies at the
Soviet bar watching from behind glass and over
their $12 cocktails barely even noticed?
We have yet to fully process the events narrated
here, and clearly feel a lot of feelings, but these
are some lessons we’ve gleaned from our reflections so far:
1. Gentrification is a process that excludes not
only by means of rising rent prices, but also by
militaristic mobilization and surveillance.
2. Gentrification is not a process made up of the
actions of individuals. Although (mostly) affluent
white people do have a role in accelerating the
process, gentrification is embedded in the very
normal systems of capitalism and social policing
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n October 2017 City Pages gave journalist
Susan Du the platform to publish a front page
article titled “Behind the fantasy at Minneapolis
strip clubs”, which “unveils” the workplace struggles of strippers at downtown Minneapolis clubs.
The article follows a general increase in coverage
about and surveillance of the local sex industry
due to the impending Super Bowl and cites a
recent University “outreach” project examining
“workplace hazards” in strip clubs. In “Behind
the fantasy” Du uses unfounded hygienic details
about what strippers “bring home from work” as
a hook, as well as some horribly degrading and
stigmatizing language in parts — calling strippers
“flesh merchants” and the stripping industry
the “skin trade” in the cover title. If readers are
unclear about what stigma is: stigma puts the
stripper pole under a microscope even though it
is certain that you will find bacteria (“microbugs”)
just as you would in your gut and on doorknobs,
touchscreens and playgrounds. Stigma is what
makes using comments about our hygiene an
effective hook — it appeals to people’s pre-existing belief that strippers are dirty and degraded.
We feel it is important to note, too, that to focus
on the hygiene of sex workers and use language
that resembles descriptions of human trafficking
(such as “skin trade”) falls into a lineage of eugenicist projects of “social hygiene” that aimed to
imprison, reform and sterilize sex workers using
claims of their “dirtiness” as well as myths about
“white slavery”.

While the rest of the article gestures at solidarity
with strippers as workers and attempts to redeem
its covert moralizing (and perhaps redeem several other anti-sex work articles that have been
featured in City Pages in the last year also) by
citing examples of very real workplace struggles
and worker organizing, the opportunity for this
article to be pro-sex worker was entirely missed.

5

First, much of the solidarity aspect of the article
is fabricated by further stigmatizing other forms
of sex work (e.g. prostitution). Second, this article
presents graphic, sensationalizing details which
can easily reinforce negative attitudes toward
stripping and paternalistic attitudes toward
strippers. Third, by not naming the conditions of
misogyny, white supremacy and rape culture that
exist everywhere — read: in all workplaces — and
which make strippers’ work more challenging and
exhausting, this article only further normalizes
these conditions.
The same week that “Behind the fantasy” came
out City Pages also published a shockingly
racist article by the same author titled “Moron
gangbanger charged with threatening to kill
Minneapolis cop on Facebook”. Calling a black
man a “moron” for saying something against the
police for being profiled is beyond a misstep, it
is an extremely offensive and white supremacist
framing of this incredibly tragic turn of events. In
a country where black men are regularly killed by
police with impunity and imprisoned at astronomical rates, the reality that we live in a white
supremacy society is obvious and a headline like
this one only reflects that. This kind of over-thetop stigmatizing of so-called criminal behavior is
surprisingly uncritical and even beyond the level
of most moderate liberal condemnations of “gang
activity”. Further, by focusing on the fact that this
man may or may not have been gang affiliated,
the article entirely misses the real story: we live
in a world where you might do 10 years in prison
for posting something on Facebook. This level of
pervasive surveillance — and the obviously selective, i.e. anti-Black, repression from the state — is
far more horrifying and noteworthy than someone
expressing their hatred of the forces destroying
their life.
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to the McDonald’s (a kind of island in the absurd
titanium and glass glaze of Calhoun Square) just
half a block away before they were pulled over.
They said the car they were in was one of their
mom’s. They told us that they were asked by police first if they were Muslim (all but one of them
was) and then were asked if they had grenades or
bombs on them and then were laughed at. After
talking about what they wanted to do, we gave
them rides to their neighborhood. During the car
ride they were expressing utter shock but also
saying that they had experienced similar things
before. They thought that they were going to be
killed. The police never told them why they were
being stopped, and of course never answered
their questions.
Recalling this narrative to some (mostly white liberals) has left them utterly shocked: “The police
stole their money?”, “But why were they pulled
over?”, “That is totally illegal!”, “Intervening could
be really dangerous”. No matter how many black
people are murdered by police, liberals just don’t
seem to want to give up on the idea that the
police are intrinsically good and it’s just the few
bad apples who need to be changed, or similarly
that they are a necessarily evil or something like
that. This policing (“protecting”/”preserving”) of
Calhoun Square which ruined these black teens’
nights, weeks, homework assignments, and
probably a lot of potential other things down the
line for them, is not an exceptional example of the
police’s everyday role in the ongoing process of
gentrification in areas such as Uptown. We tried
submitting this narrative to the local weekly here,
City Pages, in hopes of it getting a wider readership, but we heard back that “there was nothing
new to be said about gentrification.” Oh yeah,
that “old news.”
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surprised about this happening. We communicated thoughts and feelings with each other about
the banality and severity of such occurrences and
agreed that though something like what we were
witnessing was an everyday occurrence it should
not be treated with the levity of an everyday occurrence. So long as people continue to just pass
by and believe there is absolutely nothing they
can do, police will continue to believe that they
can brutalize with no social or physical consequence.
We noticed that the squad cars weren’t going
anywhere. The officers were on their cell phones
in what we imagined were conversations about
whether there was anything they could charge
the teens with—anything possible to make them
look better in something that was obviously white
supremacy at work. During the forty-five minutes
of standing around we saw the car the teens were
driving get searched in-and-out and towed away
and were passed by many groups of people that
didn’t even glance at what was happening and
others who stopped momentarily, asked what was
going on and then shook their head, said it was
awful, and went on with their Friday night.
Finally the teens were released on the spot, after
their car was towed away by a private towing
company. We crossed the street and met up with
them as they were being released. They were
of course in a total daze and began realizing a
whole number of horrible things in the moments
that followed: they were robbed of their backpacks with their homework assignments and text
books, their cell phones, and their wallets with
their IDs and cash. These things were taken for
“the investigation.” The teen who was driving was
arrested since he had apparently forgotten his
drivers license and didn’t have any other form of
ID on him. We learned that they were on their way
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City Pages has also published multiple articles
that have trivialized obstacles to LGBTQ community organizing in the Twin Cities. One article
sensationalized the story of a popular community
event being raided by police and another gave
platform to a straight City Pages reader to give
their opinion that they didn’t think re-opening gay
bathhouses would “help anyone”. To not take a
stand against homophobic policing and to give a
straight person a platform to say what they think
about LGBTQ people advocating for taking up
space is insulting and harmful.
We are reminded through all this that journalism,
like speech, is not neutral or objective: a black
man interacting with a racist cop is referred to
as a “moron gangbanger” while a white man that
made a rape threat to a woman for ignoring him
on Tinder is just a “college guy”. The cachet of
City Pages as The Alternative paper of the Twin
Cities generates expectations in readers that
coverage of marginalized issues comes from a
progressive perspective. We’ve noticed these
mounting instances of conservatism in its pages
and hope to see others respond as well. What is
considered “alternative” is not fixed or necessarily counter-hegemonic (as the emergence of the
“alt-right” has certainly shown). When coverage
under the “alternative” or “progressive” banner
bolsters the policing of marginalized people via
coded racism, whorephobia or homophobia, it will
be challenged.
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Am Not Your Negro we were passed by a speeding fuzz car and gave it the usual “oh great.” Our
cohort up ahead began recording from a spot on
the sidewalk with a clear view of the car they were
stopping—their guns already drawn and pointed
forward. They flung open the doors of the car and
we could see within it several black teens all with
their hands on their heads. In under a minute,
four more police cars pulled up behind the first to
block the street entirely. The two police pointing
their guns into the backseat of the car began forcibly pulling out the teens, continuing to shove the
guns in their faces. One of the teens they pulled
out of the car fell hard on the concrete, his ankles
wrapped up in all their backpacks in the back
seat. As the teens were being patted down, a cop
said loudly, “we are making sure the community
is safe”—but safe for whom we might ask? As this
was happening one of our group was speaking
loudly about the right to remain silent and asking
why the teens were being detained—of course no
answer. One officer did, however, approach and
grab him, while saying “you’re being an inciter,”
put him in an arm-lock and dragged him farther
away from the scene on the sidewalk.
With the teens detained and concealed in squad
cars we walked the remainder of the block to the
movie theater and all felt like screaming about
what was happening to all the totally oblivious Friday night Uptowners flitting around us. Ironically
(although not really), the film we were on our way
to see addresses the systematic anti-Blackness
of society, albeit in a historical context around
a respected figure, and yet this was happening
literally 100 feet away from where everyone was
buying their tickets. We didn’t see the movie
then and walked back outside, noticing another bystander who seemed to have intentionally
stopped to watch. We joined this person and began talking to him—he was equally upset but not
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people may in any way hinder the commercial
operations of Minneapolis’ most affluent districts.
The process most critics of gentrification focus on
is the rising of rent prices. This long-term form of
exclusion is often characterized by the influx of
mostly white entrepreneurs, artists, activists, and
college graduates. While these individuals absolutely have a role in the process of gentrification,
pointing the finger solely at them takes attention
away from the systemic cause that drives gentrification, namely, capitalism. Centering in on
the individual’s role in gentrification gives rise
to solutions based on the individual. Hence the
arguments that white people should only move
to affluent areas. Surely white people and people
with wealth or other social capital ought to be
aware of the dynamics of the neighborhoods they
intend to move to, but, in addition to this selective
moving being impossible for many, this framing
of the issue also de-emphisizes the driving forces
of capitalism and transforms the political issue of
gentrification into a moral and individualistic one.
It also tends to take the spotlight off of the police
who are the actual people tasked with evicting
the previous residents and monitoring or arresting those outsiders (the homeless, black youth,
“criminals,” people who “look Muslim”) who remain and wander in the gentrified region. Things
may appear normal in a gentrified district, but
with the appearance of abnormality or aberrance
comes the threat and use of force. This supposition was strongly reinforced by what came next.

becau se the y
are too afra id
of seei ng
wh iteness
disappea r :
eclipse poem

by
Emma

About a month later, we got another glimpse of
the strong hand of reinforcement and protection
that assures a comfortable environment for business owners and rich kids when we were witness
to a far more regular event just a block away from
where the dance party never happened. As a
group of four of us were walking around Calhoun
Square on our way to see a weekend showing of I
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next neighborhood away said he saw cops parked
at steady intervals for about a mile. So we retreated. We were sad.
So why did the cops put all this effort and resources into stopping what would have probably
been thirty to fifty people dancing in the street
for an hour or two? Why did MPD send a Persian army to our aborted battle of Thermopylae
and only a handful to the “mega march against
trump” the next day? We imagine they decided
to send half of the available cops in the city
to shut down a dance party in Uptown for the
same reason we chose to host our party there:
because Uptown is representative of an ongoing
war against those undesirable people of the city
that the inhabitants of Uptown never have to see
anymore. Yes, the MPD sent their army to defend
the most advanced territory of an ever-widening
circle of gentrification. Many have had something
to say about the process of gentrification in Minneapolis, but few consider the concrete practices
of exclusion it entails. We wonder: Do the bros in
Uptown, after a night of shuttling back and forth
from Coup d’état to Cowboy Slims and back up
the stairs to their condos, and who occupy the
sidewalks with the same flagrant entitlement as
they do their rooftop patios, ever dream of the
homeless, the freaks, the drug addicts, or the
loiterers who were removed to make way for their
adult-sized playground? Are they ever haunted by
the curses of the women whose stories of abuse
and assault were minimized, ignored, or rejected
in a world of silence and tacit agreements among
men that makes night life increasingly dangerous
for everyone else?
The bellicose occupation by the MPD was an
exceptional occurrence, but one that reveals
the reserves of force the police keep on deck
for whenever they believe an event or a group of
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can’t have a conversation) over the “Love trumps
hate!” chants. It’s simply a bad place to meet
people with whom you’d like to do anything other
than attend other demonstrations. So when people started making plans to protest inauguration
day, we wanted to work to create some space to
congregate, talk, and dance. We wanted to see
what would happen if we called for an anti-Trump
dance party on January 19th in Uptown. We were
going to blast music and hand out fireworks and
encourage rowdy—but relatively low-risk—behavior
and hopefully meet up afterwards at a bar to talk
about where to go next. Although some questioned the purpose of such an event, it’s objectively true that had we been able to block a single

astronomical events
such as the solar eclipse we watched today
have been considered omens.
even those of us laughing at people with their
heads in boxes;
even those of us that decided we wanted to just
feel it;
even we used a little pinhole projector
and ate strawberries in the parking lot
to seek a glimpse of a shadow,
a bright darkness,
and speculated what it might mean
to us or to someone
like Nat Turner
who envisioned an annular eclipse

street in Uptown for an hour without a permit, we
would have been “resisting” more than any of the
massive, but permitted and planned, marches
that took place in the following days. We had no
illusions about our capacities though, and did not
imagine that this small action would significantly
disturb the function of the city. Our goal from
the beginning was to open up a space for meeting people, specifically people who were afraid,
angry, and confused by the trump presidency and
wanted to meet others who hated trump but who
didn’t believe in activism, whether because they
found it pointless or because it didn’t feel empowering in the way some would hope.

as the hand of a black man
covering the sun
eclipsing white power and
killing the masters while they sleep:
burning the plantation
to survive.

But that didn’t happen. Instead, we walked into
what must have been an exciting counter-insurgency fantasy for the Minneapolis Police Department. When we saw all the cops, we moved into
a parking lot to get out of sight, but were followed
by an undercover sliming around behind us who
peaked around the corner and gleefully ran back
to report to his team that he’d found the bad kids.
Our friends called us to say they’d ditched after
seeing the scene, and we imagine many others
did the same. One friend who walked from the
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this solar eclipse is no omen.
like, they have been considered omens,
but an omen appears unexpectedly
foretelling or inspiring
in a moment of uncommidifiable awe.
but we anticipate most astronomical events
like we do elections
long before they arrive
white people fill the cross-country path of the total
eclipse
– “The Great American Solar Eclipse” –
(a “nation” claims a moon’s path)
and if we miss the opportunity to stand in the
streets
or attend some expensive rooftop party with a
philanthropic cause
we can easily sift through our feed
and see through another’s eclipse glasses
the inside of their projector box

11

their story
showing the bright-dark in various states and
stages.

O

and get used to discomfort
if we actually want to see a different world.
and could this media event
that eclipsed the nation’s attention today
be a catalyst for liberation
when it is declawed, wings clipped,
do-not-look-at-it-it-will-burn-your-organs?
it did not burn Nat Turner’s organs when he
looked at it –
looking at the eclipse did not burn his organs but
white people did.

n January 19th [2017], we tried to host a
public dance party in Uptown in south Minneapolis. We asked people to meet up in a grassy
spot by the Walker Library and were planning on
dancing around with strangers to some hip-hop
on our tiny mobile sound system and shooting off
some fireworks. Since we put the invitation online, we expected a police car or two to watch us
and make sure it didn’t get out of hand. But when
we arrived at the location, we didn’t find the lone
cop parked across the street with his feet up and
donuts in hand as we were expecting. Instead,
we were confronted by lines of cop cars spanning
multiple blocks in every direction, vans, private
security guards from The Mansion (a club across
the street), and also tactical riot vehicles parked
in the Lunds & Byerlys parking lot a block away,
along with five or six more police SUVs. They even
parked multiple vehicles in the grassy spot we
wanted to start in. All we could do was scuttle
away, completely deflated, trying at that point
to simply avoid getting stopped and potentially
losing our fireworks or sound system. We went to
Liquor Lyle’s and drank, wondering why the police
would go through so much trouble to shut down a
dance party.

white people will not want to read that
because they are
too afraid
of seeing
whiteness disappear
they need so badly to
believe in progress
to say that a slave rebellion is irrelevant to today
to argue that trump and his followers
use this talk about whiteness disappearing
to embolden white supremacy
when they use it to say that whiteness must be
recovered
as if it is disappearing

We have some ideas, but first, a little back story.
Following the election, we knew like so many
others that a violent storm was coming. We more
or less all come from that thing that could be
called “activism,” but all feel very alienated and
distanced from that world now. We all wanted
to do something, we just weren’t confident that
more marches and rallies were going to the thing
to stop a travel ban or the uptick in racist attacks.
Meeting people who are unhappy and like-minded is the first step to making concrete plans. Our
problem was that marches are really fucking
boring when you just march along the parade
route. Plus you can barely hear anyone (and thus

if we knew it was coming
– if some computation said so –
why weren’t we acting already?
what are you
there with your head in a box
looking like the cover of society of the spectacle
(which i haven’t read)
what are you thinking
white people – if not how
we will have to sit with the discomfort
(of being in the moon’s bad graces)
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and i say it because we are sadly
no where near seeing whiteness disappear
because white people believe in it so much
as if their well-intended whiteness serves liberation for the oppressed
on biodegradable picnic plates
as if
and explain to the younger generation:
; “there are set-backs”?
; “this is a set-back”?
; “there was a time when it was much worse”?
; “this is not normal”?
; “this is mentally ill”?
so, a time when: chattel slavery and rape culture.
when: all stolen land and rape culture.
when: prisons and rape culture.
when: cops murder & the life expectancy of black
trans women.
when: all stolen land and still rape culture everywhere.
; “well, change happens very slowly”
what: omen are you waiting for to stop your cruel
waiting?
white supremacy is not
a chronic disease or mental illness
or a social disorder that society is trying to cure.
that society is white supremacy
and is why whiteness has to disappear.
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